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CHAPTER 8

A CES APPROACILTO THE IIEASURRIENTOF INDUCED
FACTOR AUCIINTATION: A TEST FOR JAPAN

Patrick Yeung and Terry L. Roe*

INTRODUCTION

The Hicksian version of the induced innovation hypothesis [8]

focuses the cause of technological change on changes in relative

input scarcities. The importance of this hypothesis lies in con-

sidering the source of technological change, not as exogenous, but

as endogenous to the system within which this change takes place.

It is pointed out above, and thus we will not elaborate here,

that the induced innovation hypothesis has been supported and

expanded by some theorists and rejected by others. Among those who

supported and expanded it are S. Ahmad1, W. Fellner2, C. Kennedy3,

and l?.Samuelson4 and J. Chipn\an5. The Kennedy growth model version

was, however,
6

rejected by W. Norclhaus. In any event whether or

not the hypothesis is worthy of credence depends substantially on

its empirical verification.
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The various attempts7 at empirical verification of the hypothesis

have also been discussed above. A shortcoming of these attempts is

that they do not explicitly consider the mechanism which induces the

biases. Also, they cannot consider the rate of technical chs.ngeanr!

its direction within the same model. TrIovercome this weakness, a

more direct test of the induced innovation process is devised wj.th

Ahmadls framework. A factor au~rnentingCES production function is

formulated so as to derive a direct test of the hypothesis that rela--

tive factor prices are a determinant of

The major objectives of this paper

approach and to report the results from

technical change biases.

are to demonstrate this

its application to the case

of Japanese agriculture from 1880 to 1940. It is shown that contri-

butions of the approach include estimating the rates of factor

augmentation and revealing the possibility of a dynamic variable

(or meta) elasticity of factor substitution. However, while the

empirical results from fittin~ the model to Japanese data for the

period 18S0 to 1940 are consistent with technical chan~e, they are

not consistent with the sirLPleversion of the induced innovation

mechanism postulated by Ahmad.
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A CES-TYPE IIU,TA-PRODUCTIONFUNCT102;

A dynamic two-factoy production function of the general form

Y= F (K, L; t)

can be explicitly specified to be of the CES form:

(1) Yt = [a(Kt edt)-p +6(Lt eAt)-p]-l/P

represent oi[tput,capital, labor and time respec-

traditionally referred to as the distribution

the rates of factor augmentation over time, and p

implicit in this approach.

assumed to be fixed over

should be true. Second,

where Y, K, L and t

tively; a and $ are

parameters, & and 1

the substitution parameter.
8

A specific feature of this approach is

that the factors are expressed in efficiency units.

There are, however, certain weal;nesses

First, the rates of factor augmentation are

time. There is no a priori reason why this

the model does not iclen.tifythe sources of efficiency growth. Specifi-

cally, the question of whether the technological change indicated is

induced or autonomous is ignored, the source of innovation being left

unspecified.

To reduce these weaknesses, Equation (1) can be improved upon

postulatin~ that the innovation is induced by relative input price

changes which reflect changes in relative input scarcities. In dealin~

with agricultural output (Q), stipulating

land (A) and labor (L), a meta-production

by

the primary facrors to be

function may be written as
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(2) Qt = [~(At e61t)-o -1-B(Lt eA1t)-p]-l’p

where It represents an index of relative factor prices of labor and

land. Like Equation (1) it is homogeneousin the inputs. The essential

difference between (2) and (1) lies in the replacement of time t with

the labor-land index It. In this case, factor augmentation is assumed

explicitly to be induced by changes in It. Even though constant

factor-augmentation parameters, 6 and A, are still postulated, the

9rates of factor augmentation need not be constant over time.

In both (1) and (2) it can be observed that if the factor

augmentation coefficients are equal and different from zero, then

technological change is neutral. When 6 is different from A the

innovation is non-neutral in character. It is shown below that in

(2) if the substitution parameter P and dIt/dt arc positive and 6

exceeds A, the case is land-saving (1.aborusing) and if A exceeds 6,

the case is labor-saving (land using). If dIt/dt is negative, then

d, ~ must be negative inorclerto be consistent with technical change.

In this case, if 6 > ~ technical change

~ > 6 technical change is land saving.

The mean estimates of 6 and A from

is labor saving and if

a time series of observations

on I reflect measured factor augmentation over a period of time.
t

Thus, when making predictions based cm these estimates, occasional

reversed directional changes in It imply that previous efficiency

gains are undone.

To make Equation (1) operational, let us define the relative

factor price index to be
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(3) It = (w/r)t/(w/r)t
o

where (w/r)~ is the relative prices of labor and land j.nthe t-th

year and to represents the base year.

Assuming that factors are paid according to their marginal pro-

ductivities,

(4)
‘t= [ur+” “p”

and

(5)
‘t= [~lt= +]: ‘-’”’t

Dividin~ (5) by (4) yields:

Taking logarithms and re-arranging terms,

from which we can obtain the elasticity of factor substitution Ut,
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---l+dln~
(7)

. 1 (a-t)? ~
‘t = ‘w+ l-!-p t

= ~ [1 + (A-&)pit].
dln~

rt

This elasticity may not be constant over time. Assuming that (A-d) # O

and p # O, a would change as I changes. In this case, at may be
t

referred to as the ‘fmeta-elasticityof factor substitutiontfto associate

it with the meta-production function. Note also that from

d In(A/L)/d ln(w/r) of (6a), if It is taken as exogenously

~equals the traditional form of l/(1-tP)in (7).

the derivation

given, then



SO!lEVARIATIONS OF THE CES AFPROAC1l

In model (1) factor augmentation is explicitly assumed to be

induced hy changes in It so that the rates of factor augmentation depend

on the rate of change of I Model (1) therefore considers factor price
t“

changes as the only inducement mechanism. It follows also that if It

does not change over time, the rate of factor augmentation would become

zero.

Additional variables can be specified to account for this short-

10
coming as follows:

(8) Qt = eyt[a(At e6Xt)-p -t-6(LteATt)-P]-l’p

In this case, and in the absence of changes in It, time causes a

neutral shift in the p;r.oductionfunction. The function can also be

specified to allow for non-neutral shifts in technical chan~c associated

with the time variable as follows:

cn@-ot)-P + B(Lt e
(9) Qt = [a(At e ‘Q+YPI-”l’P

when @ ~ $, time causesa non-neutralshift of the production function at

constant rates. Factor efficiency influences which are correlated with

time might include advancements in the state of the basic sciences which

affect the rate and the bias of the technological change. This does not

imply a constant rate of efficiency gain because additional efficiency

changes may be obtained through “variationsin I
t“
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Production funcri~ns (2), (8), and (9) are homof~eneo(lsof de~;rce

one in A and L, implyiu: constant returns to scale. If inputs other

than A and L are considered in order to deal with the problem of

variable returns to scale, (8), for instance, may be modified to

include a scale parameter v:

(8a) Qt = eyt[a(Aetl)-p -tE(LeA1)-p]-v’p, _ _0< v < 1.

This is slightly more general than (8). Assuming that factors are

paid according to their marginal productivities, the first derivatives,

2C/t/aLtand aQt/aAt, of (da) can be equated to Wt and rt, respectively.

Then dividing Wt by rt yields

which is the same result as in (6). It follows that the elasticity of

substitution of (8a) also has the same form as (7).

Proceeding similarly, the marginal productivity conditions of

Equation (9) are

aQt
=—--=!3 [1p’, -p(~It+$t)

‘t aLt t

and

aQt

[1
9

l-i-p
r

e-p(61t+Gt)
t ‘~=aAt
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yiel.f.iing

“0) [:1, “: [$IT [+]”

\ihere

HA ~ e61tW’

and

It can be seen from (10) that given the factor augmentation values,

the sign of the substitution parameter p influences the direction of

change in the land-labor ratio and thereby in the factor augmentation

bias (see also

be positive or

sign otherwise

appendix of chapter 2). Furthermore, since dIt/dt can

negative, the values of 6 and A must have the appropriate

technical change is negative or undone. Following

Drandakis and Phelp@11, the direction of Hicks’bias can be defined in

terms of a change in the marginal rates of substitution at constant

factor prices which yields the followinc three cases for (9).

(i) f) =0,

(ii) p > 0,

(iii) p < 0,

technological change is

technological change is
.

and land-saving if h <
L

technological change is
. ●

\ < hA and land-saving

always neutral;
● ✎

labor-saving if hL > hA
●

hA;

always labor-saving if
. ●

if hL > hA;
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where

(11) LA E d in HA/dt = (sdIt/dt + 0,

.
h, E d in 1~/dt = ldIL/dt -t-$.

IJ l-l L

When O = $, it can be seen from

dI.t/dtis positive, technical change
.

In this case, if hL > ~A, d< aand

these conditions that if

is positive if 6,A are positive.
. .

the reverse if h < h
L A“ ‘f

dlt/dt is negative then the factor au~rnentationparameters d, X must

be negative inorder to be consistent 17ithtechnical change. In
. .

this case if hL > hA, 6 > A, i.e., 161 < la!. The reverse exists
●

if iL < hA.

It can also be verified that the elasticity of substitution

derived from (10) takes the same form as that in models (2) and

(8).

The above variations of (2) attempt to show the flexibility of

the CES approach. Below, we briefly discuss the issue of hysteresis

and its implication to the approach presented in this paper. This

leads into the ~ext section where estimation procedures are presented.
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THE IDENTIFICATION OF lIYS’I’ERZSI.S

Hyst.eresi.s is the concept ttmt biases of tcchll.ical c.han[j,c continuing!:

for sone tine in one direction would itself generate an.inerti.ain the

rate of bias in the same direction. The existence of hysteresis has

certain implications to changes in the elasticity of factor substitution

over time. Since the elasticity of substitution of the model presented

here is dynamic, it is worthwhile to briefly consider the concept of

hysteresis and to evaluate whether or not any empirical insights on

this concept might be forthcoming from the estimation of our model.

The theoretical argument for the exhaustibility of technical change

in one direction in Chapters 111

hysteresis. In a recent work on

12
century America, Paul A. David

and IV above is an argument against

technical change in nineteenth

develops his own theory of induced

innovation which incorporates the concept of hysteresis. The aspects

of his theory which are of concern here

The discrete unit isoquants TT and

with capital intensities Y and a, which

available process frontier (APFO). Tile

implies that the techniques TT and T’T’

are demonstrated in Figure I.

T’T1 represent two processzs,

have been adopted from an

linear nature of the APFO

could be employed in linear

combinations. The fundamental production frantier (l?Pl?O)represents

the currently existing state of knowled~e that poses some hi~h

profitability of technical success.

According to David, a substantial

induce changes in capital intensity in

factor price cha.nge.could

two ways. Given an initial
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Figure 1

K/Q

/

Y

L/C!



factor price tangency at the vertex of TfT’ for example, a decrease in

the relative price of capital could induce a movement on the APFO to~:ard

the vertex of TT. Or, an alternative response, could be the development

of a new technique at the upper vertex of APFt with a capital intensity

of (3.13

With this background, David argues that a price disturbance which

results in a movement from a to B -- “is clearly sufficient to launch

,,14
an incidental, myopic exploration of the 6 ray. He states that once

the point of the E-ray’s intersection with the upper vertex of APFt

is reached, a mere restoration of the status quo ante in the factor

markets would not draw even the most myopic producer back to the

a-technique.

The new variations of production methods generated by the experi-

ence with the f3technique would, according to David, show a frequency

distribution whose density is greatest in the region immediately

surrounding the 6 ray, graphically suggestf.ngthe area between the

dotted lines which are referred to as “elastic barriers”. Technical

progress now occurs as a movement down the 6 ray. He refers to this

as localized technical progress due purely to “learning by doing” and

is described as resembling the outcome of a random walk between the

15
elastic barriers. “Eventually, even w~.thprogress down the B-ray

occurrin~ at a retarded rate -- as we general].yexpect to happen on

a learning curve -- the APF could become approximately L-shaped.,,16

An important implication of technical change occurring according

to David’s theory, is that the range of observed factor substitutions

over time becomes less and less. In other words, the elasticity of
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factor substitution decreases over time as the APF becomes L-shaped.

In any cvel~~,the range of observed factor substitutions wol{ldnot

increase. Our model would thus SUl)lJOrt tlie existence.of bysteris.f.s

if utdecreascs and not be consistent with hysteresis if csIs found

to increase over time.
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ESTIMATIO!{PROCEDURES

Parameter estimates OF the CES-type meta-production function

developed above are derived from estimating the coefficients of their

corresponding profit maximizing equations. These estimating equations

and a discussion of the data used to estimate

Statistical Models

Model (2)

In principle, a test of the direction of

vation may be obtained directly from Equation

them are presented below.

bias in induced inno-

(6a). This is basically

the Moroney method of estimating the elasticity of substitution. The

statistical significance in the difference between A and 6 may be

found by testing the statistical significance of the coefficient

(A-d)p/(l+p) fromzero in Equation (6a). This must be predicated on

the prior test of singificance of p from the coefficients l/(1-Ep)in

the same equation. This procedure has been abandoned, however, because

It is the index of (w/r)t so that a high degree of multicolinearity

exists between ln(w/r)t and It.

An alternative procedure is therefore used. The estimation of the

unknown parameters of (2) is obtained by converting Equations (4) and

(5) to In form as follows:

(12)
[1

in:=.A
l+p

In ~ +-l-
l+p

lnrt+~It
t

and
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Since the coefficient l/(l+P) is common to both variables rt and Wt,

these equations were combined to yield the following estimating

equation

(14) Qf=XB-tu

where

Q’ =

B=

In (Q/A)
to

●

✎

✎

in

in

in

%
.
.
.

bs

(Q/Nt

(Q/L)t:
.
.

(d/L)t
n

x=

1

●

.

i

o

.

.

i

o

.
●

i

1

●

.

i

in

in

In

In

‘t.

.

.

.

‘tn

w
to

,

.

.

b7
tn.

It
o

●

.

.
I
tn

o

.

.

.
0

1

o

.

.

i

I
to
.
.
.
I
t~

ad u is a 2n component vector of disturbances which are assumed to bz

randomly, log-normally and independently distributed with a zero ncan

and a constant variance. This forinulationallows for the restricted

estimation of (1/l+p) by ordinary least squares and therefore the

derivation of unique estimates of the parameters of (2).
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l[odel(8)

From the first derivatives of Equation (8) with respect to A and L,

the estimation equations of model (8) are

[1

1
(15) ln~ =-~ .—lna+l+p lnrt+*It+—yflt

t
l+p

(16) Hln: =-&ln13+-~
ap

~+p in wt -l——l-f-p‘t
+ Tg. t

t

Since the coefficient

and In Wt in (15) and

both equations, these

l/(l+p) is common to both the variables In rt

(16), and yp/(l+p) is common to the t-term in

equations can be combined in the manner of

Equation (14) by constraining the coefficient of time to be equal

in both equations as well.

Model (9)

From the first derivatives of Equation (9) with respect to A

and L, the estimation equation of model (9) become:

(17) in (Q/A)t = -A
1

lna+———— % +&t
l-!-p l+p

lnrt+—
l-l-pt

and

(18) in (Q/L)t =-&lnf3-t~ ‘p It +l~t.
l+p In Wt + ~--



Since the coefficient l/(l+p) is common to both variables rt and Wt,

these equations can again be combiiledin tl~emanner of Equation (14),

but without constraining the time coefficient in the two equations to

be equal.

In the case of Japan, it has been observed that for the period

1880 to 1940 Japanese a~ricultural production increased as wages

generally declined relative to land values, i.e., dIt/dt is generally

negative. From (11) it therefore follov7sthat the auO~entation

coefficients 6, A should be equal to or less than zero to be consistent

with technical progress. The induced innovation hypothesis of Ahaac117

suggests that these circumstances should have encouraged technological.

progress wh~ch was biased in a land saving and labor using direction.

The null hypothesis is that d is not different from A, i.e., that

relative factor scarcity did not bias the direction of technical

change. The alternative hypothesis is that d is different from A and

to be consistent with a land saving and labor using direction of

technical c.han~e,it follows froin (11) that 6 < A where, as stated

above, 6, A $ 0. This test is predicated on the prior test that

p>oo

In the case of

technical change.in

hypotheses that 6 <

model (9), it is possible for the direction of

.7apanto have been labor savin~ even thou~h the

A and 6, A < 0 is accepted. This could occur if

the augmentation coefficients associated uith the time variable

dominate the augmentation coefficients associated with It.
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Data

Time series observations on agricultural output, land and labor

inputs, their pricc?sand a discussion of its derivation are available

from Hayami and Ruttan18 for Japan for tileperiod 18S0 to 1960.

However, only the data for the period 1880 to 1940 were used because

of data and structural d.iscoiltinuitiesduring the war and postwar

periods.

All observations are ciuin-quenilial.Observations on land and

labor are masured at every five years beginning with 1880. Prices

(rents and wages) are measured at the average of five years ending

the year specified. This is to take into account the effect of

expectation and adjustment lag on technological adoption.

The a priori selection of the “best” measures of agricultural

output given in Hayami and Ruttan is difficult in the case of this

model when various measures appear to contain a similar level of

accuracy. Therefore, the two data series which are uced as measures

of agricultural output are gross agricultural output, net of inter-

mediate goods supplied within agriculture, (all commodities) and gross

output (all crops). The land area measure is hectares of arable land,

while the measure for labor is agricultural male worlccrs. Regarding

measures of the dependent variable (Q’) in (14) two transformations

were therefore made. They are:

Qi = in (all conlmoclities/arableland)
in (all cormmdities/male workers)

Q; = In (all crops/arable land)
in (all crops/male workers)
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Land value is the weighted average of the prices of paddy fields

and upland fields where the areas of each are used as weights. The

specification of the functional form of the CES–type meta-production

functions developed above offers a direct test of the Ricks-Ah(mad

version of the induced innovation hypothesis. In the next section,

the results from fitting the above models to Japanese data for the

period 18S0 to 1940 are reported.
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EMPIRICAL ?;9DEL:

Initially,

‘1’IIEc.4sl? or

model (9) is

JAPANESE ACRICU1,TURE,1880-1940

fit to the Japanese data. The results

of this mode~ sug3est that technical change in Japan is not consistent

with the induced innovation hypothesis. In an attempt to alleviate some

of the statistical shortcomings of this model, several of the other

models specified above are also fit to the data. The results of these.

analyses are presented below.

Model (9)

The fit of the statistical model, which is derived by combining

Equations (17) and (18) in the manner of Equation (14), appears to

be reasonably good overall, although some serial correlation may be

present (Table Is). Small variance estimates and consistent signs

were obtained for the coefficients of factor prices l/(l@)y and for

the coefficients of the wage-land index, It.

The parameter estimates of lloclel(9) and their respective variances

are derived from the estimated statistical model (Table Ib). The

derivation o.fthe parameter estimates is strai~ht forward. The estimated

parameter variance is based on the large sample property relationships

19
of the asymtotic distribution of a function of sample monents.

The estimates of the distribution parameters a and B are of

similar magnftude and relative variance. It follows from the relation-

ship for estimating their variances that these estimates are sensitive

20
to the magnitude and signs of intercepts bl and b2. Therefore, if the
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assumption which

bl and b2 are not

overestimated.

guarantee consistent estimates of the intercepts

strictly valid, tilevariances of a and B may be

The estimates of the substitution and factor augmentation para-

meters are of primary importance here. The estimates of the substitution

parameter p are positive, and strongly different from zero. ThuS ,

except for the land augmentation parameter $ associated With time,

all factor augmentation parameters are of the expected sign, i.e.,

their signs are consistent with technical change. The next step is

to test the significant difference between the augmentation parameters

to assess the direction of change.

To test the hypothesis of difference between the augmentation

parameters of Table Ib, it is necessary to estimate their co-variances

since only the co-variances of the coefficients of Table Ia are given

directly.21 The hypothesis that O is different from $ is accepted at

the 95 percent level of confidence in the case of equation Q; but not

in the case of equation Q;. Thus, based on the estimation of model

(9), whether or not factors correlated with time alone have induced

labor saving (using) bias in the direction of technical change in

Japan is indefinite.

While the parameters 6, A are negative as expected, they do

a

not appear to be of the expected relative magnf.tide,although the estimated

variance of 6 is relatively large. The test of the hypothesis that

d is not different

~ > ~,which is ~

induced innovation

from X is rejected in both cases. This implies that

consistent with the l!icks-Ahmaclversion of the

hypothesis.
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.
‘1’h~rates of labor au~meritatlon(h,)

.
.

exceed the rates of land augmentation (hA)

1940. Because of the magnitudes of 0, the
.

computed from Equation 1.1

for the.entire period 18S3-

augmentation to land is

slightly negative while h
L
is positive except when wages i~creased

substantially relative to the value of l..and.This occurred for tile

years 1920 and 1925. Labor augmented technical.change was greater

for the period 18S0-1910 than for the period 1915-1940. We conclude

that the results from fitting model (9) to the Japanese data therefore

suggest that

direction of

spite of the

technical change occurred and that it was biased in the

saving labor and using land. This change occurred in

fact that wages declined while land became relatively

more

from

scarce.22

The estimates of the elasticity of factor substitution obtained

model (9) are of particular interest in light of the theory of

technical change advanced by David.23 l;stimatesof the elasticity

of substitution are obtained by substituting the estim.~tesfrom Table

Ib into Equation (7) for the years 1.880-1890,1.880--1940,1930-1940.

These estimates appear in the left hand panel of Table 111. These

estimates range from a low of .2212 in 1880-90 to a high of .2338 in

1930-40. ‘i’heysuggest that the elasticity of substitution was constant

with perhaps a slight tendency to ir.crease. Given the estimates in

Table Ib, it follows from Equation (7) that labor saving technical

change induced by land prices increases

elasticity of substitu~ion between land

increase.

relative to labor, the

znd labor xfouldtend to
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These results appear to be inconsistent with the theory advanced

by David which sug8ests that the elasticity of factor substitution

should decrease as producers select a technique. As producers gain

familiarity with the

occur so as to leave

though changes occur

technique, teclmical

the factor intensity

progress is expected to

ratios unchanged even

in relative factor scarcity.

The results obtained from estimating model (9) appear to be

consistent with the direction of technical change reported in the

previous chapter but they are disappointin~ in that they are not

consistent with the induced innovation hypothesis. That is, while
. .

the results indicate that \ > hA, we would have preferred that

~ > 6, 1, 6 < 0, and ~ > Cl,$, G > 0 where their magnitudes are such

that ~>~A. Thus, model (8) was estimated.

Model (8)

The results obtained from estimated model (8) yielded no

appreciable change in the distribution parameters a, B, or the

substitution parameter p. The estimates of

and are insignificantly different from zero

E are -.00165 and .0074

in both equations

Q; and Q;. The estimated magnitudes of A are somewhat larger than

in the case of model (9). The estimates of A are -.10958 and -.10552

for equations Q; and Q; respectively and their correspondin~ variance

estimates are small. The estimate of the augmentation parameter y

associated with t$me is . 00461 and significant in the case of equation

Q; but small and insignificant in the case of Q;.
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As in the case of model (9) no definite statement can be made

as to the neutral forcesof technical change that are correlated with

time. The estimates of the parame~ers 6, A are significantly different

and therefore \ > hA. This is consistent with a labor saving direction

of technical change and inconsistent with the induced innovation

hypothesis. While the elasticity estimates are somewhat smaller

than in the case of model (9), they also show a tenclencyto increase

over the period 1880-1940 (Table 111).

Since the time variable is highly correlated with factor prices

and since no definite statement can be made as to its impact on the

rates of factor auam.entation,it was removed and model (2) was

estimated.

Nodel (2)

The results from fitting Model (2) to the data appear to be good

with less evidence for serial correlation than in tileprevious models

(Table 11). Also, the coefficient estimates appear to be reasonably

consistent with those obtained above (Table Ia), although, ths estimates

of the substitution parameter are Senerally somewhat larger. Thus,

the estimates of the elasticity of factor substitution are .general.ly

somewhat smaller. The lowest estimates of CItfor the years 18S0-1390,

1880-1940 and 1930-1940are .1541, .1645 and .1661 respectively (Table 111).

As in the case of the Model (9) this su~gests that technical chanse

did not i~crease the difficulty of substituting labor for land. The

evidence here as in the previous cases may in fact suggest that the
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ty~e of technical charugeexperienced by Japan sli~’ntlyincreased the

ease of substituting labor for land. As before, the hypothesis i.s

24
accepted that d is larger than X (Table II).

T.%ileJapanese Isnd values generally

throughout the period 1880-1940, the

increased relative to

period from about 1915 to

1940 is only intermittentlycharacterized by this phenomenon. That

is, dIt/dt < 0 for t = 1380, .... 1910 cnd dIt/dt Z O for t = 1915, ...>

1940. This suggests that if no inertia in the direction of factor

augmentation occurs both land and labor should be augmented during

the latter period. Thus, the overall direction of factor bias for ,

the latter period is difficult to predict on an a priori basis.

Furthermore, if hysteresis is present, no tncrease in the elasticity

of factor substitution can be expected.

Alth,oughthe data series is perhaps too short for a supportable

probability statement, the augmentation parameters of Node].(2) were

nevertheless estimated for these two periods (Table IV). The results

for the period 1889-1919 are consistent with the resul~s reported
. .

above, i.e., h ~h. For the period 1915-1940, however, the direction
LA

of technical change appears to be nearly neutral. The estimates of

the elasticity of factor substitution are consistent with those

above and.sug~est that the ease of substituting labor for land r,ay

have increased (Table IV).
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A dynamic CES-type function is developed which incorporates the

Hicksian induced innovation hypothesis into a meta-production function.

Essentially, a relative input-prj.ceindex is used as the shift varjable

of this function which is postulated within a two-dimensional input

space. The addition of this variable results in the function having

the desirable property of a variable elasticity of factor substitution.

This study uses only a partial equilibrium approach in that changes

in the relative price index are assumed to be exogenously determined.

Using historical data on Japanese agricultural production it

is found that technological progress occurred which was labor savin~

and land using during the period 1830-1940. However, this bias

appecrs to be stronger during the period 1890–1910 than during the

period 1915-1940. This direction of tecllni.calchange occurred in

spite of the fact that wa~es generally declined while land increased

in price. The results from fitting

are therefore inconsistent with the

tbteabove models to this data

Hicks-Ahmad version of the

induced innovation hypothesis. These results suggest that some other

fundamental ulechanismwas operating which saved labor relative to

land even though labor was becoming less scarse relative to I:lnd.

That is, we conclude that some other mechanism had a stronger

influer,ccon the direction of tcclmical chanse than did the induced

innovation mechanism.
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Estimates of the elasticity of factor substitution for the period

IS80-1940 ranged from a low of .1645 to a high of .2594. Chan8es in

the elasticity of factor substitution over time were slightly positive,

suggesting that the type of technical change which occurred did not

increase the difficulty of substituting labor for land. This is not

consistent with the mechanism of technical cilangepostulated by Paul

David.

There are two serious specification problems with our framework.

First, our specification treats the prices of labor and land as

exogenous when the price of land, at least, is almost totally endogenous

to agriculture. This problem could easily cause statistical biases

in our estimates of the augmentation parameters. Second, there are

obviously more than two factors of production involved in the .Tapanese

agricultural economy. The CES production function limitation of two

factors of production, without making a separatiability assumption,

prevents us from considering other inputs such as machinery. Since

Japanese agricultural production durin~ this period was labor intensive

relative to American and European economies, the set of innovation

possibilities facing the Japanese agricultural sector might have been

dominated by simple mechanical innovations, especially since the

initial part of this period is consistent with the adoption of

agric~ilturalmachines in American and some European economies. Thess

types of inputs mi~ht have been adopted and resulted in a substitute.on

for labor, making the remaining labor more productive anclusing land.

In this case, technical change could have been labor saving and the

induced innovation ne.chanisrnwould only have decreased the rate of

adoption of mechanical technology. Our two factor moclelis not

capable of capturing this adjustment.
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